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I n  a recent paper, Jacchia (1964) has presented a set of 
models of the upper atmosphere designed t o  reproduce the sa t e l l i t e  
drag density data w h i l e  requiring the nun-irmun amount of 'tabulation. 
R e  uses an empirical expression fo r  the temperature profile,  
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vhere T i s  the temperature at  l 2 U  km, To6 i s  the exospheric I20 
temperature, z i s  the al t i tude i n  kilometers, and s is  an analytic 
f'unction of Too a Jacchia presents analytic expressions fo r  T, 
.which represent the solar cycle, short period solar activity, semi- 
m~ual, ~Eurnal, and geeoznagnetlc actit"rty varlations of atmoqheric 
- _  
density. The .expressions for  T, and s have been determined so' that 
.. the temperature prof i le  (1) yields atmospheric densities i n  agree- 
ment with sa t e l l i t e  drag data (Jacchia and Slowey, 1963) when the 
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0, and He are integrated . 
2' O29 
diffusive equiubrium equations f o r  N 
numerically using 'a 'single set of bounbzy conbtions 
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I wish t o  c a l l  attention to a minor modification of Jacchia's 
procedure which eliminates the numerical integration of the 
diffusive equilibrium equations, yielding a completely analytic 
representation of upper atmosphere densities. 
If (1) is replaced by the very similar expression, 
where c is the geopotential altitude, 
R = 6356.77 (3) ( Z  - 120) (R + 120) 5 =  
R + z  
t.he difmsive equilibrium'eqyation csn be integrated directly t o  
- 
where n ( i l z )  i s  the number density of constituent i at a t i t u d e  z, 
T w  
. a  = ¶ ( 5 )  
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O( is the thermal dif'f'usion coefficient (€?qual t0 -0.4 f o r  He and 
zero for N 02, and o), and 2' 
where m. i s  the molecular mass of constituent i, k is Ebltuaann's 
1 
constant, and 
. . .  
i s  the acceleration of gravity at 120 km. 
derived by Bates (1959; cf. Stein and Walker, 1965) without allow- 
This relationship (4) was 
- -  
ance for thermal diffusion, ' .  - .  
If 
* .  
s+- 1 = s+O,OOoE, 
R+EO u = *  
the temperatures given by (1) and (2) are identical  at the al t i tude 
where 
s ( 2  - 120) = Q 5 = 1 (9)  
. 
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as w e l l  as a t  I20 lun and at infinity.  The f ract ional  difference 
between t'ne two temperatures is given approximately by 
and is less than one per cent at all al t i tudes f o r  T, = 2OOOK. 
The fract ional  difference is  even smaUer f o r  smaUer values of 
Tm . Thus ana;lytic density prof l les  given by (4) will differ 
. .  
negligibly frum profiles obtained by numerical integration using 
Jacchia's temperature prof i le  (1). The analytic representation 
i s  easier t o  compute than the representation involving n m r i c d l  
integration. 
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